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How to Abduct a Highland Lord - Karen Hawkins 2007-01-30
In a delightfully sexy and witty series, New York Times and USA TODAY
bestselling author Karen Hawkins creates an unforgettable couple locked
in a marriage that begins with a desperate feud—and ends in seduction.
It’s hardly the type of wedding Fiona MacLean dreamed of. No family, no
guests, just a groom who’s been dragged—literally—to the altar. But if
marriage to Black Jack Kincaid, the handsome wastrel she’d sworn never
to see again, will avert a bloody war between their clans, so be it. Surely
she can share his bed without losing her heart… Known throughout
Scotland and London as a wild rogue, Jack is accustomed to waking in
dire situations, but…married? Long ago, he and Fiona reveled in a
youthful passion. Now, the fiery, sensual lass is his once more. And
though their marriage is in name only, Jack is determined to win her
forever—body and soul…
In The Warrior's Bed - Mary Wine 2010-02-01
The irresistible follow-up to In Bed with a Stranger is “a Scottish
romance that packs a powerful feel . . . lively, historically crafted and
riveting!!” (Addicted to Romance) Cullen McJames will not have his
honor sullied, certainly not by his clan's nemesis Laird Erik McQuade. So
when McQuade tells the Court of Scotland that Cullen has stolen his
daughter's virtue, Cullen steals the daughter instead. Since his brother
wed a fetching lass, Cullen's been thinking he too needs a wife. A
marriage could end the constant war between the clans. And looking on
Bronwyn McQuade but once has put her in his dreams for a week . . . But
Bronwyn won't go quietly. She won't be punished for what she did not
do. Nor is she eager to live among the resentful veterans of McQuade
wars. And however brave and beautiful a man Cullen may be, he has
much to learn about a woman's fighting spirit. But as Bronwyn will
discover, he has much to teach her as well . . . Praise for Mary Wine and
her novels “Deeply romantic, scintillating, and absolutely delicious.”
—Sylvia Day, New York Times bestselling author “My kind of historical! .
. . sweeps you into the time period without taking a thing away from
delightful characters and a charming romance . . . definitely a mustread.” —Heather Graham, New York Times bestselling author “Dramatic
and vivid . . . Scorching love scenes threaten to set the sheets aflame.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “Wine always gets the heart of the
history, atmosphere, and traditions of the Highlands . . . Wondrous.”
—RT Book Reviews (4 stars, Top Pick)
The Taming of a Scottish Princess - Karen Hawkins 2012-05-22
The mystery of the Hurst Amulet is revealed! New York Times bestselling
author Karen Hawkins pits a world-renowned explorer against his strongwilled assistant as they pursue a long-lost treasure. A DETERMINED
EXPLORER When famed Egyptologist Michael Hurst discovers that the
infamous Hurst Amulet is hidden in Scotland, he insists his trusted
assistant, Miss Jane Smythe-Haughton, accompany him north. Strangely,
the usually unflappable Jane seems perturbed by their destination—the
mysterious Isle of Barra. A fascinated Michael watches as his staid
assistant transforms, revealing intriguing layers of mystery and
vulnerability. Could he be about to uncover not one, but two, precious
treasures? A DAUNTLESS PRINCESS Once her clan’s princess, Jane fled
Barra years ago to avoid a forced marriage. Since then, she has made her
living as efficient Miss Smythe-Haughton—the perfect (and highly paid)
assistant. Now she must confront her secrets . . . including her feelings
for her irascible employer, too-handsome-for-his-own-good Michael
Hurst. A PERILOUS PLEASURE Others are also searching for the
missing amulet, however. Can Jane and Michael learn to trust each other
in time to solve two riddles: the location of the Hurst Amulet, and the
meaning of the vivid passion flaring between them?
How to Entice an Enchantress - Karen Hawkins 2013-09-17
Lord Kirk, who was terribly scarred by the accident that killed his wife,
tries to tranform himself into someone who could catch the eye of his
lovely neighbor, Dahlia Balfour, but worries that she pities rather than
loves him.
Love in the Afternoon - Karen Hawkins 2019-06-17
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A woman with a legendary green thumb, a man living in an emotional
desert, and a small boy unable to connect with others. Can the three of
them, with a little help from the charmed town of Dove Pond (and a
pesky ghost), turn a nightmare into a fairytale and forge their own
happily ever after? Young widow Sofia Rodriquez has just accepted the
position of greenhouse manager for Ava Dove’s booming herbal tea
business. Sofia is delighted to have found a job that will make use of her
gardening skills and allow her to spend time with her son, Noah, who has
been diagnosed with Asperger’s. Adding to her joy is the charming
farmhouse she’s renting on the edge of Dove Pond. The only cloud on
Sofia’s horizon is her next door neighbor, Jake, whose yard is a thorny
jungle worthy of Sleeping Beauty. Soon enough, Sofia discovers that Jake
himself is just as thorny and unpleasant as his yard. After his fiancé left
him, work-from-home IT whiz and game developer Jake Klaine has gone
from Prince Charming to complete hermit. But Jake isn’t really alone;
he’s living with a ghost: a (formerly) hairy man named Doyle who’s a fan
of bad puns and who refuses to leave Jake’s bathtub. This is nothing new
for Jake, as he’s been talking to ghosts since he was a boy. He finds real
people harder to deal with, like the kid next door who won’t stop bugging
him about the new game he’s developing. Sofia and Jake know all too
well that life isn’t a game. They’ve both lost the person they loved most.
But under the watchful eye of the ghostly Doyle and Sofia’s new friend
Ava, who has abilities of her own, Jake and Sofia decide to take a chance
and let in an outsider. Soon they discover that, with a little magic, even
the thorniest walls are no match for the innocent trust of a lonely child
and the fierce determination of a woman wielding a razor-sharp pruner
and a heart big enough to make even the most stubborn flower bloom.
The Laird Who Loved Me - Karen Hawkins 2009-08-25
New York Times bestselling author Karen Hawkins entrances with the
story of a proud Highlander and the impulsive English minx who resolves
that, one way or another, he will be…The Laired Who Loved Me.
Handsome Alexander MacLean enjoyed his intoxicating flirtation with
lovely Caitlyn Hurst…until she embarrassed him in front of the entire
town. Orchestrating Caitlyn’s attendance at a fashionable house party,
Alexander plots her downfall. But to his fury, her charm and wit thwart
his plan to ruin her. Her disastrous London season left Caitlyn filled with
regret and determined to make things right with Alexander. She’s
delighted to find him at the house party to which she’s unexpectedly
invited—but it’s clear that the sexy, arrogant Highlander hasn’t forgiven
her. So, Caitlyn comes up with a bold scheme, proposing an unusual
contest drawn from legend: each must complete a set of mythic tasks. If
Caitlyn succeeds, Alexander promises to relent and forgive her previous
rash behavior; if he succeeds, she will join him in his bed! But can
Caitlyn force Alexander to give up his quest for vengeance without giving
up her heart in return?
Mad for the Plaid - Karen Hawkins 2016-08-30
Includes an excerpt from: Caught by the Scot.
The Winter Sea - Susanna Kearsley 2010-12-01
A NEW YORK TIMES AND USA TODAY BESTSELLER! "I've loved every
one of Susanna's books! She has bedrock research and a butterfly's
delicate touch with characters—sure recipe for historical fiction that
sucks you in and won't let go!"—DIANA GABALDON, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Outlander A hauntingly beautiful tale of love that
transcends time: an American writer travels to Scotland to craft a novel
about the Jacobite Rebellion, only to discover her own ancestral
memories of that torrid moment in Scottish history... In the spring of
1708, an invading Jacobite fleet of French and Scottish soldiers nearly
succeeded in landing the exiled James Stewart in Scotland to reclaim his
crown. When young Sophia Paterson travels to Slains Castle by the sea,
she finds herself in the midst of the dangerous intrigue. Now, Carrie
McClelland hopes to turn that story into her next bestselling novel.
Settling herself in the shadow of that historic Scottish castle, she starts
to write. But when she discovers her novel is more fact than fiction,
Carrie wonders if she might be the only living person who knows the
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truth—the ultimate betrayal—that happened all those years ago. A
sweeping historical fantasy of love, danger, and time travel, Susanna
Kearsley masterfully weaves Scotland's past into Carrie's present in this
stunning book. Also by Susanna Kearsley: The Rose Garden Mariana The
Shadowy Horses The Firebird The Splendour Falls Season of Storms A
Desperate Fortune Named of the Dragon Belleweather
Much Ado About Marriage - Karen Hawkins 2010-08-31
New York Times bestselling author Karen Hawkins’s first historical
romance, originally titled ONE LUCKY LORD and written as Kim
Bennett, has been rewritten to tie into both her "MacLeans" series and
her new "Hurst Amulet" series. Fearless English earl Thomas Wentworth
scoffs at failure, trusting in the legendary Wentworth luck to safeguard
his spy mission to Scotland. But a single encounter with saucy
Scotswoman Fia Maclean turns Thomas's mission topsy-turvy. All-tooinnocently entangling him in his enemy's trap, the beautiful Fia gives
Thomas no escape but to marry her. But Thomas doesn't know just what
he's marrying into. With an ancient amulet in Fia's possession, she wields
even more power than her sharp tongue and quick wit. Her cousin,
Douglas Maclean stole the magical amulet from the White Witch, Maeve
Hurst, and gave it to Fia for safekeeping. But now, with Fia in London
with Thomas, the amulet falls into the hands of Queen Elizabeth.
Thinking it will be safe in the queen's hands, Fia leaves it be and focuses
on bedeviling her newly betrothed!
The Highlander - Kerrigan Byrne 2016-08-02
A reckless highlander lord and warrior falls for the beautiful governess
with a dark past that comes to care for his children.
How to Capture a Countess - Karen Hawkins 2012-09-18
New York Times bestselling author Karen Hawkins sets Scottish hearts
afire in this delightfully witty and sexy Regency romance, the first in her
Duchess Diaries series. Urged by her favorite nephew, the intimidating
Duchess of Roxburghe agrees to transform a thorny Scottish rose into a
lovely bloom. But even she isn’t prepared for fiery Rose Balfour. At
seventeen, Rose fell wildly in love with Lord Alton Sinclair, known as
Lord Sin for his wicked ways. Stung by his indifference, the starry-eyed
girl tried to win an illicit kiss, but then panicked and pushed the
notorious rakehell into a fountain. Leaving Lord Sin floating among the
lily pads to the mocking laughter of his peers, Rose escaped back to the
obscurity of the Scottish countryside. Six years later, Sin convinces his
aunt, the Duchess of Roxburghe, to invite Rose to her annual house
party, where he plans to get revenge by making Rose the laughingstock
of polite society. To his astonishment, he finds she has become an
alluring woman who threatens to turn the tables on his nefarious plans.
Thus Sin and Rose begin an epic battle of the sexes that becomes more
passionate at every turn. Eventually, one will have to surrender…but to
vengeance? Or to love’s deepest passion?
Sleepless in Scotland - Karen Hawkins 2009-07-21
New York Times bestselling author Karen Hawkins continues to delight
with this amusing and sizzling story of Regency escapades, when a
proper English miss and a dashing Highland laird find their mutual
passion. When sensible Catriona Hurst sets off in pursuit of her wild twin
sister, Caitlyn—whose plan to trap the handsome laird of Clan MacLean
into marriage will lead her to sure disaster—she never expects the
journey to end with her own wedding. First Triona is caught in
MacLean’s carriage, then she’s roundly scolded, and then—to her
shocked surprise— thoroughly kissed! She is caught, body and soul, by
the laird’s enigmatic younger brother, Hugh MacLean, who had set a
trap for the unprincipled sister and refuses to believe that he’s caught
the other. While Hugh is enchanted by Triona’s delightful response to his
kiss, he soon realizes that she is not who he thought, but an innocent
whom honor demands he wed immediately. And he also discovers that
letting the passionate Triona into his bed is far easier than keeping her
out of his many concerns—even the ones he’d planned to keep secret!
Scandal in Scotland - Karen Hawkins 2011-05-24
New York Times bestselling author Karen Hawkins spins an
unforgettable tale of a captivating beauty with a secret, a dashing sea
captain on a treacherous mission—and the priceless artifact that seals
their destiny. A DESPERATE BEAUTY Despite fame and countless
admirers, actress Marcail Beauchamp has never forgotten William Hurst,
the audacious seafarer she once loved . . . and lost. Now, forced by a
mysterious blackmailer who threatens her family, she must steal an
ancient onyx box from the one man she’s vowed never to see again. A
BOLD ADVENTURER To save his brother from a ruthless abductor,
William must deliver the artifact as ransom. He’s stunned when Marcail,
more lovely than ever, suddenly appears on his ship. But when she drugs
him and steals the box, his fury knows no bounds. THE TREASURE
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EVERYONE WANTS William pursues Marcail, but too late: she has
already delivered the box. The estranged lovers realize they must work
together—both to regain the artifact that could mean life or death to his
family and to destroy the mysterious blackmailer’s power over her
family. Thus begins a high-stakes quest through the reaches of Scotland,
a quest that stirs up long-forgotten memories and an unquenchable
passion. . . .
To Scotland, With Love - Karen Hawkins 2007-08-21
In this saucy battle of the sexes, New York Times bestseller Karen
Hawkins pits a hard-headed Scottish lord with an unusual family curse
against a headstrong heiress who has a solution for every
problem...except her own wayward heart. When Lord Gregor MacLean
learns his childhood friend, Venetia Oglivie, has been abducted by a
fortune hunter, he rides off to Scotland in hot -- and very annoyed -pursuit. Venetia's soft heart has gotten her in major trouble this time: if
he doesn't rescue her swiftly, the scandal will ostracize the provocative
wench! The only sensible member of her family, Venetia is sure she can
fix any problem, even this one. So when an irate Gregor catches up with
her, arrogantly expecting a hero's welcome, the sparks between them
begin to fly. Then an unexpected snowstorm traps them at an inn, and
Gregor discovers his feelings for the lovely Venetia are far warmer than
he realized -- fiery enough to burn down the inn! Now if he can only
convince Venetia that his motive for marriage isn't duty... but desire.
To Catch a Highlander - Karen Hawkins 2008-01-22
In this sizzling romantic adventure from New York Times bestselling
author Karen Hawkins, a daring Highland lass plays a high-stakes game
to keep the home she loves...but ends up losing her heart instead. When
her father gambles away the family estate to darkly dangerous Lord
Dougal MacLean, Sophia MacFarlane is determined to use her wiles to
regain it. Forced to stake the one thing she has left—her virtue—she
desperately hopes her skill can limit her losses to a few kisses...no matter
how hotly tempting Dougal turns out to be. Dougal MacLean knows that
Sophia has some trick up her sleeve, but he can't resist the challenge—or
her ravishing beauty. So when she proposes a card game with most
unusual stakes, Dougal is delighted to accept. But as the game ends,
Dougal and Sophia discover they've wagered something even more
precious—their hearts.
Claimed By a Scottish Lord - Melody Thomas 2010-06-29
“Melody Thomas is an author to watch! She will sweep you away!”
—Karen Hawkins Dangerous passions collide in the Highlands in Claimed
by a Scottish Lord, the second book of the exciting historical romance
series author Melody Thomas began with Beauty and the Duke. The story
of a desperate—and desperately handsome—noble Scotsman who takes
his enemy’s daughter prisoner, only to discover that she’s everything he
ever wanted, Claimed by a Scottish Lord brims with Melody Thomas’s
trademark wit, adventure, and searing sensuality. If you’ve missed Judith
McNaught’s historicals—or simply adore curling up with a classic
Kathleen E. Woodiwiss or Stephanie Laurens romance—then you just
might have found a new favorite in Melody Thomas.
Caught by the Scot - Karen Hawkins 2017-09-26
Dashing Scottish privateer Conner Douglas must marry a respectable,
well-born woman; and soon, if he wants to secure his rightful
inheritance. Determined to still explore the high seas as well as his
mistresses' beds, he aims to find a pliable wife who'll turn a blind eye to
his antics. And he knows just the woman, childhood friend and mousy
spinster Miss Theodora Cumberbatch-Snowe. Unbeknownst to Conner,
meek and plain Theodora has been hopelessly in love with him for years.
But unwilling to wait forever for what will never happen, Theodora plans
to wed a kind, if unexciting, local landowner, leaving behind the wild
Highlander of her dreams. Yet Conner refuses to let his perfect wife get
away. He chases her to Gretna Green and is shocked to discover the real
Theodora is an ardent and wildly sensual woman. Soon he realizes his
passion to win her has nothing to do with securing his inheritance and
everything to do with earning the love of the unforgettable woman.
The Book Charmer - Karen Hawkins 2019-07-30
New York Times bestselling author Karen Hawkins crafts an
unforgettable story about a sleepy Southern town, two fiercely
independent women, and a truly magical friendship. Sarah Dove is no
ordinary bookworm. To her, books have always been more than just
objects: they live, they breathe, and sometimes they even speak. When
Sarah grows up to become the librarian in her quaint Southern town of
Dove Pond, her gift helps place every book in the hands of the perfect
reader. Recently, however, the books have been whispering about
something out of the ordinary: the arrival of a displaced city girl named
Grace Wheeler. If the books are right, Grace could be the savior that
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Dove Pond desperately needs. The problem is, Grace wants little to do
with the town or its quirky residents—Sarah chief among them. It takes a
bit of urging, and the help of an especially wise book, but Grace
ultimately embraces the challenge to rescue her charmed new
community. In her quest, she discovers the tantalizing promise of new
love, the deep strength that comes from having a true friend, and the
power of finding just the right book. “A mesmerizing fusion of the
mystical and the everyday” (Susan Andersen, New York Times bestselling
author), The Book Charmer is a heartwarming story about the magic of
books that feels more than a little magical itself. Prepare to fall under its
spell.
Highlander in Disguise - Julia London 2007-02-01
In the wake of his brother's failure to retrieve a long-lost family heirloom,
Griffin Lockhart disguises himself as a Scottish earl to head for London
to search for the treasure, until a sharp-witted young socialite, Miss
Anna Addison, threatens to destroy his mission with a scandalous
bargain.
Princess in Disguise: A Novella - Karen Hawkins 2013-02-25
An eNovella featuring a runaway princess and the earl who finds her—a
sneak peek into New York Times bestselling author Karen Hawkins’s
delightful new Duchess Diaries series. Princess Menshikov of Oxenburg,
Alexandra Romanovin, is done being courted by men interested only in
her position and wealth. Inspired by tales told by a beloved tutor of the
bold and brawny men of Scotland, Alexandra visits that misty land,
hoping to find true love. But while traveling without the protection of her
royal name, she finds herself accused of thievery by an angry innkeeper.
Rescued by the dashing and handsome Earl of Kintore, she thinks she’s
found the answer to her prayers—a man worth falling in love with. But
Kintore has other ideas. An avowed bachelor who long ago swore off
marriage, the earl wants nothing more than a passionate interlude with
this beautiful, exotic stranger. But soon Alexandra’s intoxicating beauty
and seductive touch leave Kintore wondering if a mere interlude will be
enough...
The Talisman Ring - Georgette Heyer 2009-03-01
"... A long-lost family heirloom, a young heir falsely accused of murder, a
band of smugglers, two utterly delightful Heyer heroines, a taciturn, but
highly resourceful older gentleman - all play their parts in a tale funny
enough to have you laughing aloud."—Publishers Weekly One of Heyer's
funniest Regency romances, and one of readers' favorites. An impetuous
young lady and a fugitive nobleman? When spirited Eustacie stumbles
into a band of smugglers, she is delighted to be having an adventure at
last. Their leader, young heir Ludovic Lavenham, is in hiding, falsely
accused of murder. Pursued by the law, Eustacie and Ludovic find refuge
at an unassuming country inn. And the delightfully sensible couple who
try to keep them out of trouble... The resourceful Miss Sarah Thane and
the clear-thinking Sir Tristram Shield gamely endeavor to prevent
Ludovic's arrest and Eustacie's ruin as the four conspire to recover the
missing talisman ring that will clear Ludovic's name. WHAT READERS
SAY: "A story in the manner of Jane Austen, of domestic comedy and love
affairs." Times Literary Supplement "A sparklingly witty book that had
me laughing out loud." "A perfect blend of romance, adventure, and,
especially, humor. One couple is young and brash and fun, and the other
is older and more mature. Seeing the older couple's relationship grow is
one of the story's highlights. "This is a wonderfully rich novel, full of
excellent secondary characters with lots of charm and wit." "Nonstop
laughter from cover to cover? probably because there are two heroes and
two heroines, and their chemistry with each other is just sparkling!"
"Hilarious! A hallmark of most of Georgette Heyer's works is her sense of
humor? her wit and comedic timing are at their best."
The Prince and I - Karen Hawkins 2015-08-25
Lady Murian, who is seeking revenge against the man who killed her
husband and stole his birthright, robs nobles in order to survive, but she
gets more than she bargained for when she ambushes warrior prince
Max Romanovin.
A Scandalous Scot - Karen Ranney 2012-06-26
“Karen Ranney writes with power, passion, and dramatic flair.”
—Stephanie Laurens “Ranney is a rich, rare find!” —Judith Ivory A
Scandalous Scot is a scandalously entertaining tale of love and passion in
the Scottish highlands from the queen of the Scottish historical romance
novel, Karen Ranney. New York Times bestseller Ranney tells the
tantalizing story of a handsome, haunted Scotsman returning in disgrace
to his castle in Scotland after scandal ruined his reputation…only to
court further damage to his name by falling in love with his maid, a feisty
and outspoken beauty who hides some very shocking secrets of her own.
Fans of Karen Hawkins and other bestselling historical romance writers
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who make the breathtaking highlands their preferred milieu will be
swept away by this Scandalous Scot and his romantic trials, tribulations,
and triumphs.
How to Handle a Highlander - Mary Wine 2013-11-05
In a Land of Warriors Playing a Deadly Game... Moira Fraser has been
given an ultimatum—marry the elderly Laird Achaius Morris, or risk
another deadly clan war. She vows to do the right thing, as long as she
can steer clear of the devilish charms of one stubborn Highlander... How
Do You Avoid Becoming a Pawn? Gahn Sutherland knows there's a
dangerous plot behind Moira Fraser's wedding, and will stop at nothing
to foil it. But where a hot-headed, fiery Highland lass is involved, trust
and honor clash with forbidden attraction, threatening to blow the
Highland's sky-high. Praise for The Trouble with Highlanders:
"Magical...Mary Wine keeps the adrenaline pumping with sizzling love
scenes."—Long and Short Reviews "An exciting, sexy tale...actionpacked, suspense-filled historical romance."—Romance Junkies "Wine's
crisp writing, intricate plot, and deep insights into clan politics make this
a fun and satisfying read."—Booklist "This fabulous story...will remind
you why Scottish highlanders are incredibly sexy."—The Romance
Reviews
The Laird Who Loved Me - Karen Hawkins 2014-10-18
Alexander MacLean's flirtation with Caitlyn Hurst ended with his
embarrassment in front of the ton. Seeking revenge, he agrees to a
contest--each to complete a set of mythic labors--between himself and
Caitlyn. If she wiins, he agrees to forgive her previous rash behavior, but
if he wins, she will join him in his bed.
The Warrior Laird - Margo Maguire 2012-07-31
“Margo Maguire is a masterful storyteller.” —Lorraine Heath Margo
Maguire has a true talent for writing scintillating, powerfully emotional
historical romance novels. She works her enthralling magic once more
with a wildly passionate series about siblings who have survived a brutal
past and will stop at nothing to claim their birthright. Of course,
breathtaking passion and undeniable love are almost certain to come
their way. It happens in the first book, The Warrior Laird. Fans of Karen
Hawkins, Julianne MacLean, Liz Carlyle, Julia London—and anyone else
who loves to be transported by historical romance to the breathtaking
Scottish Highlands—will adore this tantalizing tale of a warrior Scotsman
on a treasure hunt and the runaway bride who sets out to steal his
fortune…only to become his captive prize.
Talk of the Town - Karen Hawkins 2009-08-05
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Karen Hawkins pens
a delightfully sexy tale of modern love in a small Southern town. Do
Blondes Have More Fun? Newly divorced Roxie Treymayne is dying to
find out. After years of being the perfect Southern lady, all she ended up
with was a cheating husband. So she goes bombshell blond, gets a
provocatively placed tattoo, and prepares to live it up as a Bad Girl. But
then her mother falls ill...and Roxie is forced to return to Glory, North
Carolina. He'd Love to Know. Once the town bad boy, Nick Sheppard is
now Glory's highly respected sheriff. When the hot blonde he stops for
speeding turns out to be formerly prim Homecoming Queen Roxanne
Treymayne, Nick doesn't quite know where to look -- though he'd like a
much closer one at the tattoo peeking from her shorts. But It Takes Two
to Tango. Roxie and Nick had a steamy fling in high school, but a love
affair between a Southern princess and a boy from the wrong side of the
tracks was doomed from the start. Now they have a second chance. Can
they get it right? Or will they just end up...the talk of the town?
A Cup of Silver Linings - Karen Hawkins 2021-07-06
From New York Times bestselling author Karen Hawkins comes another
"mesmerizing fusion of the mystical and the everyday" (Susan Andersen,
New York Times bestselling author) in her Dove Pond series--and this
time Ava's famous tea leaves spell trouble ahead. Ava Dove--the sixth of
seven daughters of the famed Dove family, and owner of Ava's
Landscaping and Specialty Gourmet Tea--is frantic. Just as she is getting
ready to open her fabulous new tearoom, her herbal teas have gone
wonky. Suddenly, the tea that is supposed to help people sleep is
startling them awake with vivid dreams; the tea that infuses romance
back into tired marriages is causing people to blurt out their darkest
secrets; and the tea that helps people find happiness is making them
spend hours staring into mirrors. Meanwhile, living four doors down the
road from Ava, sixteen-year-old Kristen Foster's life has just crashed
down around her. After her mother's death, Kristen's grandmother Ellen
has arrived in town to sweep Kristen off to a white mansion on a hill in
distant Raleigh. But Kristen has had enough 'life changes' and is
desperate to stay with her friends in her beloved hometown of Dove
Pond. But to do so means Kristen must undertake a quest she's been
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avoiding her entire life--finding her never-been-there-for-her father. With
the help of an ancient herbal remedy book found in her attic by her
sister, Ava realizes that Kristen holds the key to fixing her unstable tea
leaves. So Ava throws herself into Kristen's search, even convincing
Kristen's grandmother Ellen to help, too. Together, the three embark on
a reluctant but magical journey of healing, friendship, and family that
will delight fans of Alice Hoffman, Kate Morton, and Sarah Addison Allen.
Before I Die - Jenny Downham 2008-09-25
For the many readers who love The Fault in Our Stars, this is the story of
a girl who is determined to live, love, and to write her own ending before
her time is finally up. Tessa has just months to live. Fighting back against
hospital visits, endless tests, and drugs with excruciating side effects,
Tessa compiles a list. It’s her To Do Before I Die list. And number one is
Sex. Released from the constraints of “normal” life, Tessa tastes new
experiences to make her feel alive while her failing body struggles to
keep up. Tessa’s feelings, her relationships with her father and brother,
her estranged mother, her best friend, and her new boyfriend, are all
painfully crystallized in the precious weeks before Tessa’s time runs out.
A Publishers Weekly Best Children’s Book of the Year A Booklist Editors’
Choice A Book Sense Children’s Pick A Kirkus Reviews Editors’ Choice A
Publishers Weekly Flying Start Author An ALA-YALSA Top Ten Best Book
for Young Adults The newly released feature film Now Is Good, starring
Dakota Fanning, is based on Jenny Downham's intensely moving novel.
One Night in Scotland - Karen Hawkins 2010-11-23
New York Times bestselling author Karen Hawkins begins a sparkling
new series with this thrilling tale of a desperate beauty on an urgent
quest, a dark earl scarred by his beastly past—and the ancient treasure
that binds their fates. A mysterious abductor . . . Someone is holding her
brother prisoner in exchange for a gold-and-onyx box covered in
mysterious runes, so Mary Hurst boldly sets out from the family vicarage
to find the priceless artifact. But the man who possesses it, Angus Hay,
the Earl of Erroll, is less than sympathetic to her plight. A forbidding
stranger . . . Himself a prisoner of his dark past, Angus refuses to yield
the box—or allow Mary to leave! Suspicious of the alluring lass’s mission,
he vows to wrest a confession from her, but unearths a fiery temper and
a will as strong as his own. An unbreakable curse . . . Passion flares
between them, but now there is more at stake: an unknown enemy is
hunting down the precious box, and will stop at nothing. Risking all for
love, Angus must solve the mystery behind the runes . . . and trust the
only woman who can awaken his forgotten heart.
The Hiding Place - Karen Harper 2012-10-15
After spending nine months in a coma, Tara Kinsale awakes to
devastating news. Her best friend, Alexis, has been murdered, leaving
Tara as guardian to her daughter, Claire. And Tara's husband has
divorced her for another woman. Forced to start over, Tara focuses on
reopening her P.I. firm and caring for Claire. But soon her world is
shattered again when Nick MacMahon, Claire's uncle, returns from
military service in Afghanistan to take guardianship of his niece. The bad
dream turns unbearable when Tara learns that something precious was
taken from her while she was in a coma. Working with Nick, a man
haunted by his own past, Tara begins to investigate the missing months
of her life. Together, they will find that secrets don't stay buried
forever...even when they are kept in the darkest of hiding places.
Love - Hanne Ørstavik 2018-02-13
WINNER OF THE 2019 PEN TRANSLATION PRIZE FINALIST FOR THE
NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FOR TRANSLATED LITERATURE A mother
and son move to a village in northern Norway, each ensconced in their
own world. Their distance has fatal consequences. Love is the story of
Vibeke and Jon, a mother and son who have just moved to a small place
in the north of Norway. It's the day before Jon's birthday, and a travelling
carnival has come to the village. Jon goes out to sell lottery tickets for his
sports club, and Vibeke is going to the library. From here on we follow
the two individuals on their separate journeys through a cold winter's
night - while a sense of uneasiness grows. Love illustrates how language
builds its own reality, and thus how mother and son can live in
completely separate worlds. This distance is found not only between
human beings, but also within each individual. This novel shows how
such distance may have fatal consequences.
Scream for Me - Karen Rose 2008-05-13
For her exciting debut in hardcover, New York Times bestselling author
Karen Rose delivers a heart-stopping suspense novel that picks up where
DIE FOR ME left off, with a detective determined to track down a brutal
murderer. Special Agent Daniel Vartanian has sworn to find the
perpetrator of multiple killings that mimic a 13-year-old murder linked to
a collection of photographs that belonged to his brother, Simon, the
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ruthless serial killer who met his demise in DIE FOR ME. Daniel is
certain that someone even more depraved than his brother committed
these crimes, and he's determined to bring the current murderer to
justice and solve the mysterious crime from years ago. With only a
handful of images as a lead, Daniel's search will lead him back through
the dark past of his own family, and into the realm of a mind more
sinister than he could ever imagine. But his quest will also draw him to
Alex Fallon, a beautiful nurse whose troubled past reflects his own. As
Daniel becomes attached to Alex, he discovers that she is also the object
of the obsessed murderer. Soon, he will not only be racing to discover
the identity of this macabre criminal, but also to save the life of the
woman he has begun to love.
Or Give Me Death - Ann Rinaldi 2004-08-01
Patrick Henry, the famous statesman, has a secret: He keeps his wife in
the cellar. Slowly losing her mind, Sarah Henry has become a danger to
herself and her children. But daughter Anne has a secret of her own: She
knows which child will inherit their mother's madness.Told from the
point of view of the Henry children, this compassionate tale explores the
possibility that Patrick Henry's immortal cry of "Give me liberty, or give
me death," which roused a nation to arms, was first spoken by his wife as
she pleaded for her own freedom.Includes a reader's guide.
The Prince Who Loved Me - Karen Hawkins 2014-09-23
Romance sizzles in this Cinderella story set in Scotland, the first in a
sparkling new spinoff series from New York Times bestselling author
Karen Hawkins. Prince Alexsey Romanovin enjoys his carefree life,
flirting—and more—with every lovely lady who crosses his path. But
when the interfering Duchess Natasha decides it’s time for her grandson
to wed, Alexsey finds himself in Scotland, determined to foil her plans.
Brainy, bookish, and bespectacled, Bronwyn Murdoch seems the perfect
answer—she isn’t at all to the Duchess’s taste. Living at the beck and call
of her ambitious stepmother and social butterfly stepsisters, Bronwyn
has little time for a handsome flirt—no matter how intoxicating his kisses
are. After all, no spoiled, arrogant prince would be seriously interested in
a firm-minded female like herself. So…wouldn’t it be fun to turn his
“game” upside down and prove that an ordinary woman can bring a
prince to his knees…
Girl Meets Boy - Ali Smith 2008-11-20
Girl meets boy. It's a story as old as time. But what happens when an old
story meets a brand new set of circumstances? Ali Smith's remix of
Ovid's most joyful metamorphosis is a story about the kind of fluidity that
can't be bottled and sold. It is about girls and boys, girls and girls, love
and transformation, a story of puns and doubles, reversals and
revelations. Funny and fresh, poetic and political, here is a tale of change
for the modern world.
A Most Dangerous Profession - Karen Hawkins 2011-10-18
Mysterious, elusive, unforgettable. The Hurst Amulet continues to lure
lovers into peril as New York Times bestselling author Karen Hawkins
spins her newest scintillating tale of danger and desire. AN
ENTRANCING THIEF For beautiful, seductive Moira MacAllister, the
stakes have become terrifyingly high. Her daughter has been abducted
and a priceless ancient relic is the ransom. Moira must acquire it at any
cost, even if it means confronting the man she once duped and left, a
man who still doesn’t know she has a child . . . and that he is the father.
A DASHING RAKEHELL Robert Hurst, an operative in the king’s service,
has never forgiven the mysterious spy who seduced him into marriage
and then disappeared without a trace. Now, as he pursues the onyx box
that will save his brother’s life, their paths cross again. But Robert isn’t
sure which he longs for more—to satisfy his lust for revenge or to quench
his relentless hunger for this bewitching woman. A PERILOUS MISSION
When Moira reveals to Robert her long-kept secret, however, he realizes
his burning desires must wait as a treacherous foe closes in, threatening
all they hold dear . . . and their second chance at love.
A Scottish Love - Karen Ranney 2011
Lois Lane Tells All - Karen Hawkins 2010-03-30
New York Times bestselling author Karen Hawkins returns to Glory,
North Carolina, for another delightful story of love and laughter. She
thinks she’s Lois Lane . . . Susan Collins always wanted to be a hardhitting reporter, but there’s not much call for her talents in sleepy Glory,
North Carolina. Then the Murder Mystery Club—a trio of enterprising
octogenarians—decides to open their own CSI lab at the assisted-living
center. And when strange "accidents" begin to happen around town,
Susan senses she could be on to the news story of her dreams. He
doesn’t want to be her Superman . . . Mark Tremayne has returned to
Glory to take over as CFO of The Glory Examiner. His job is to keep the
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newspaper profitable, which means covering the annual Baptist Church
Bake-Off and selling ads for the county fair—not allowing his too-sexyfor-her-own-good reporter to hare off after a wild story that could
alienate some of the townspeople. Together . . . they’re Kryptonite.
Mark’s and Susan’s viewpoints could be from different planets, but their
mutual attraction is in total alignment. Despite their arguments, the
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indomitable redhead and the hot accountant are a sexual explosion
waiting to happen. And when it does, Glory had better watch out!
How to Pursue a Princess - Karen Hawkins 2013-05-21
When the Lily Balfour falls for a prince pretending to be a pauper, only
her meddling godmother and her desire to marry Lily away to a wealthy
widower stands in the way. Original. 350,000 first printing.
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